Submission
28 January 2014
The Honourable Catherine (Kate) Esther Doust MLC
Chairperson
Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review Committee
Legislative Council of Western Australia
Parliament House
WEST PERTH WA 6005
Dear Ms Doust
Submission — Parliamentary Inquiry: Planning and Development (Development
Assessment Panels) Regulations 2011
I wish to appear before the Committee at a hearing regarding this Inquiry.
The City of Subiaco has been the recipient of more than 14 DAP applications since 2011
during which time I have been an elected Councillor.
My concerns regarding the current DAP Regulations 2011 and processes adopted to
approve developments are as follows:
1. Since 2011, the DAP have approved six developments in secret (Subiaco, Midland,
East Pilbara, Melville, West Leederville, Joondalup).
2. The unelected DAP panel members seem to ignore the recommendations in the local
government's Responsible Authority Report and approve the development anyway
using their majority vote 3 vs 2.
3. DAP ignore their own Standing Orders 5.5 requirement to put alternate motions in
writing. Instead the public are ambushed with alternative motions and amendments
during a meeting, and are unable to challenge them.
4. The public can never really scrutinise whether the DAP comply with Standing Order
3.3, review the report and material contained in an RAR, especially when alternative
motions and amendments are announced at the meeting with no written notice.
5. The DAP negotiate changes to development applications in secret SAT mediations,
then call a public meeting to approve the development without public consultation.
6. The DAP have unfettered use of the discretionary clause in a Local Planning Scheme
without any public scrutiny or justification of their decision.
7. The DAP have approved four office blocks in Subiaco without any residential
component, ignoring Directions 2031 housing density targets, between 2011 and
2014.
The following are some specific examples supporting these concerns:
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Discretionary Clause
in some most recent DAP decisions the concerns of the community and the Council
were ignored and the DAP panel used the discretionary clause of the local planning scheme
to approve these non-complying developments:
a) West Leederville
August 2012. In 2011 the community were consulted and a
petition with over 300 signatures were received opposing the DAP development. In
April 2012, the DAP refused the development application. The decision was
appealed to SAT by another developer representing the owner. In August 2012 a
secret meeting was called by the DAP and approved the development without any
public scrutiny or reasons for the decision.
b) Alfred Cove March 2014.
Despite the "local knowledge" of its councillors plus
large-scale protests by local residents opposing the development, the DAP approved
a massive block of flats at 94 Kitchener Road, a back street in a gazetted low-density
suburb, breaking height, bulk and scale rules by between 20-100%.
c) Subiaco April 2014. Against Directions 2031 and Council policy for more housing in
Subiaco's Town Centre, the DAP overruled the recommendation contained in the
RAR and wielded unfettered discretionary powers to approve a eight-storey office
block at 1 Sneddon Street, Subiaco for a site gazetted as "mixed-use". For Subiaco,
this is the fourth such office block development that has been approved by DAP with
not a single dwelling in any of them, failing to meet any Directions 2013 and Beyond
targets.
d) Mandurah April 2014. The DAP approved a MacDonald's and a liquor store adjacent
to two local primary schools. The panel disregarded the "local knowledge" from local
primary schools which have educational programs fighting for the next generation of
children to develop healthy eating habits, to combat significant diabetes, obesity and
alcohol abuse issues
Transparency, Consistency and Reliability
DAP commenced 1 July 2011. Since then six development applications have been
approved by the DAP in secret:
i. 125-135 Railway Road, Subiaco dated 21 March 2012
ii. Lot 603, 66 and 10 Great Eastern Highway Midland dated 14 June 2012
iii. Mineral Lease ML244SA - Ore Body 24, East Pilbara dated 27 July 2012
iv. Lot 12 McCoy Street, Melville dated 13 August 2012
v. 110 Cambridge Street, West Leederville dated 21 August 2012
vi. Lot 806 lnjune Way, Joondalup dated 29 August 2012
That is, there is no published agenda, responsibly authority report, or minutes of meeting
released for public scrutiny of these decisions.

Development Valuations

The DAP is accepting applications with a questionable valuation of the development.
These applications appear to avoid having the decision made by council such as the
development application for 125 Fairway, Crawley on 6 October 2014, which claimed to
have a value of $3.1rnillion. These types of applications do not have state or regional
significance and are creating unnecessary additional costs to the DAP system - 5 panel
members will be paid to approve this development which could have been approved at a
Council meeting with no objections from residents or the planning officer.
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DAP Standing Orders
DAP panel members ignore their own Standing Orders, especially where the three nonelected, government appointed panel members disagree with the recommendation approved
by Council in the RAR. They simply move a different motion which has not be published,
and without any reference to the local planning scheme, and approve the development with
their majority vote.
In the DAP's standing orders, a panel member may wish to move an alternate to approve
(eg. 1 Seddon Street, Subiaco) but they must put it in writing (Order 5.5.1b) and reveal their
reasons (Order 5.5.1a). Any matter involving a motion to approve when the RA has
recommended refusal (or vis-a-versa) is self evidently a substantial departure such that the
presiding member would be obliged (by the facts) to require these steps. The panel member
should draft and have published an alternate motion with reasons just as we elected
members do.
As the debate in DAP meetings is not transcribed and the DAPs minutes are very
minimal there is at present no public record being made of why some development
applications are being approved when the RAR has provided substantial reasons and a
recommendation for refusal.
State Administrative Tribunal (SAT)
As the regulations currently stand the developer has a proven method of getting a noncomplying development approved with the help of the SAT. The process involves five steps:
1.
Lodge an ambit claim (development application)
2.
Wait for a refusal from the DAP
3.
Exercise their right of appeal at SAT
4.
Negotiate an outcome in secret
5.
Decision maker (DAP) calls a public meeting to approve the non-complying
development
A DAP application for 208-212 Bagot Road Subiaco was refused by the DAP in
December 2012. The RAR recommended refusal on a number of planning grounds. Many
residents made submissions against the development. The applicant exercised their right to
appeal the decision at SAT, mediation occurred in secret and the non-complying
development was approved on 1 May 2013.
DAP Panel Members
Each DAP consists of five panel members, three being specialist members and two local
government councillors (Government of Western Australia, 2012). A key component of
planning reform in Western Australia, the Development Assessment Panels (OAPs) are
intended to enhance planning expertise in decision making by improving the balance
between technical advice and local knowledge.

The majority of the contentious non-complying DAP applications in Subiaco have been
approved by the three specialist members using their majority vote. They are unaccountable
for their decision, especially when a qualified planning officer has recommended refusal and
provided a 10 plus page report to support their recommendation. What is the justification for
more unelected panel members than elected members who are accountable to the public for
their decision?
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Amendments to the Regulations
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Only two specialist panel members are required on the panel, including the presiding
member. There has been no obvious benefit of having three specialist members when a
qualified planning officer has written the RAR. Elected local government members are
across the local planning scheme, and the use of discretionary clauses which would be
acceptable to the electors of the locality.
DAP applications must be accompanied with a qualified valuation of the cost of the
development.
Development applications with a value of $20million plus should be referred to the DAP.
In 2013 a review of DAP found that only 18% of respondents thought the DAP had
improved the efficiency and timeliness of decision making. DAP secretariat is not
sufficiently resourced to manage the large number of low value applications. (Ref. pages
5-8)
Members of the public affected by an approved non-complying development should have
the right to appeal a DAP decision at SAT.
A DAP panel member must not be a consultant to any development application within
the area of which they are a member of. It is not enough that the DAP member steps out
of the determination. A developer contracting a DAP member as a consultant is a
guaranteed approval as we have experienced at 1 Seddon Street, Subiaco.
Standing Order 3.1 requires the Agenda of the DAP meeting to be published at least 5
days before a DAP meeting. This standing order is weak because it does not address
how the public will received information on possible amendments to recommendations
contained in councils RARs or Alternate Motions are dealt with in the public domain. It is
not proper process to simply ambush the public meeting with an Alternative Motion to
approve a non-complying development without public scrutiny.
Standing Order 3.3 requires the panel member to review the RAR AND ASSOCIATED
MATERIAL (which could include an Alternate Motion) and seek further information if
required. Standing Order 3.1 requires the DAP secretariat to publish the meeting
agenda on the DAP website. Why wouldn't this process extend to amendments and
alternate motions? Would a reasonable person receiving an Alternative Motion, which is
a SUBSTANTIAL departure from the RAR recommendation, hours before the DAP
meeting be able to meet Standing Order 3.3 and seek further information before making
a decision?
Standing Order 5.5 to be amended to give more definitive instructions that alternate
motions and amendments must be put in writing and publish 5 days before the meeting
so that the public can change their submissions if required.
That decisions made by the DAP have the Local (Town) Planning Scheme of a Local
Government as a higher ranking and enforcement over State Government's policy,
strategies and ambitions which have not been gazetted by an act of parliament. (See
CasteIla Pty Ltd v City of Canning [2012] WASAT 47 and Jakaby Pty Ltd v Shire of
Mundaring [2011] WASAT 159.) The DAP seem to ignore this.
The DAP panel have strict guidelines on using a local planning scheme discretionary
clause, over and above the use set out in the scheme.

Certainty
1. There is no certainty in the current DAP regulations:
a. that the DAP will have ALL meetings in public to determine a DAP application
(Reg 40(2)). See six DAP development application decisions in the localities
of the Shire of East Pilbara, City of Swan, City of Joondalup, City of Subiaco
and Town of Cambridge. All approved in secret.
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b. that the DAP will issue a notice of meeting 5 days before the meeting as
required under Regulation 39(1)
c. that the DAP will issue minutes of meetings and provide a copy to the
Responsible Authority as required under Reg 44 (6) and (7)
d. that the DAP makes its decision in accordance with the town planning
scheme of the locality, or a site reserved under the MRS public purpose hospital in the locality of City of Subiaco (125-135 Railway Road, Subiaco).
e. that the DAP will prioritise the town planning scheme above any speculation
about what might be built in the locality in the future, ignoring the intent of the
TPS, and directing that assessments must be undertaken by reference to
existing circumstances and with a view to preserving present amenity into the
future. See SAT Jakaby Pty Ltd v Shire of Mundaring [2011] WASAT 159
and Castella Pty Ltd v City of Canning [2012] WASAT 47) where the rulings
enforce the TPS as a precedent over any state govt futuristic planning and
strategies.
f. that the DAP follow the expressed views of the Minster for Planning made in a
statement (on 27 September 2012 in question time) that:
"The Development Assessment Panels make their decisions in
accordance with the underlying planning framework, such as the
relevant planning scheme or planning policies. The setting of the
underlying planning framework at both local and state levels would
have been subject to a separate planning process where community
consultation would have been undertaken".

g. that the DAP will include community consultation in all progress reports on a
development before determining it. See 19-27 Catherine Street, Subiaco
where the community saw one set of plans and the DAP approve another set
of plans. Also see 110 Cambridge St, Cambridge where the community saw
one set of plans, the DAP refused it. The DAP then accepted plans from
another developer and another owner in secret meetings and approved the
plans.
h. that the DAP were properly constituted to determine the six DAP applications
in secret and the determinations may be invalid, giving no certainty to the
developers nor respective responsible authorities.
i. that the content of Responsible Authority Reports reflect community
consultation and elected members resolutions. The DAP training notes claim
that the responsible authority is a qualified planning officer and not the
elected members. The training notes are not legislated by parliament. The
training notes claim that "if the local government wishes to make a statement
regarding an application for a DAP, it should do so by making a submission".

j. that the DAP secretariat will change the RAR and not publish all of the
contents of the report. See RARs published for 202 Begot Road Subiaco and
Hay/Olive Street Subiaco for 14 December 2012 meeting.
k. that the DAP panel members do not consult with developers during their
onsite mediations.
that the DAP will not meet immediately after a SAT mediation and determine
a DAP application.
I have been approached by a number of communities seeking help on how to navigate
the DAP process. Most are frustrated when approval of non-complying developments are
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the norm at the DAP. Its current form the DAP system has worryingly systemic
shortcomings which, if allowed to go unchecked, will undoubtedly bring grief to more
communities in future. Without power to appeal a DAP decision your committee inquiry
is their only hope.
I look forward to appearing at a hearing into this Inquiry, and await your reply.
Yours faithfully,

Cr Julie Matheson
City of Subiaco
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